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Abstract
Many data scientists struggle to adopt effective data governance practices as they transition
from traditional data analysis to big data analytics. This qualitative multiple case study
explored big data governance strategies used by data scientists employed in 3 mid-market
companies in the greater Salt Lake City, Utah area who have strategies to govern big data.
Data were collected via 10 semi-structured, in-depth, individual interviews and analysis of
4 organizational process documents. Four major themes emerged from the study: ensuring
business centricity, striving for simplicity, establishing data source protocols, and designing
for security. One key recommendation from the findings for data scientists is to minimize the
data noise typically associated with big data. Implementing these strategies can help data sci-
entists transition from traditional to big data analytics, which could help those organizations
be more profitable by gaining competitive advantages. By implementing strategies relating
to the segregation of duties, encryption of data, and personal information, data scientists can
mitigate contemporary concerns relating to using private information in big data analytics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data generation has increased exponentially in recent years, with no signs of this trend stopping.
Bello-Orgaz et al. [1], estimated that globally, 2.5 exabytes of new data are being generated per day,
and the Government Accountability Office [2] estimated that by 2025, there would be between 25
and 50 billion devices connected to the Internet and generating data. Even with the vast amount of
data available, organizations effectively use less than 5% of their available data [3]. This emergence
of big data has introduced data management challenges involving processing speed, data interpreta-
tion, and data quality for organizations that wish to consume complex information. The traditional
methods, frameworks, strategies, and tools for data governance and analysis are outdated and no
longer adequate for processing the vast amount of data available to organizations today, thus making
current strategies ineffective for handling big data. Big data analytics challenges arise from issues
relating to data that are too vast, unstructured, and moving too fast to be managed by traditional
means.
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Companies of all sizes are dealing with this new big data environment and struggling to determine
how best to analyze big data as a critical driver of strategic business decisions. Larger companies
have more resources to direct toward this problem, but mid-market organizations face similar issues
with less available capital to apply to the problem. However, to remain competitive, it is just as
critical for them to find ways to address this data deluge that faces companies of all sizes.

Contemporary outdated data processing systems cannot handle the exponentially increasing amounts
of data that we are generating daily. More than 40% of organizations are currently challenged to
attract and retain skilled data scientists, while by 2020, the U.S alone will need more than 190,000
skilled data analysts [4]. The problem addressed in this study is that some data scientists lack big
data governance strategies that provide a holistic perspective of data for making effective decisions.

2. SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE

Existing literature on the topic of big data primarily focuses on two overarching topics: the analytical
value of big data and the challenges associated with utilizing big data as a source of information.
These two high-level themes categorize the various studies and other literature described in the
following sections. The literature regarding data governance does not apply solely to big data, but
rather the available studies focus on the benefits of data governance in general terms and on the
benefits of data governance in general.

2.1 Organizational Information Processing Theory (OIPT)

The organizational information processing theory (OIPT) was the lens through which data gover-
nance strategies used by data scientists were examined to provide a holistic perspective of those data
for making decisions. Jay R. Galbraith introduced the OIPT in 1974 [5]. The central concept of the
theory is that organizations need relevant information to make decisions. Three concepts primarily
comprise the ability to use that information for decision-making efficiently: the need within an
organization to process information, the organization’s inherent ability to process information, and
the gap between the two [6].

Obel and Snow [7], posited that Dr. Galbraith’s theory of organizational design is even more
relevant today than when Galbraith developed it in 1974 because of the dramatically increased avail-
ability of information in the form of big data. Park et al.[8], highlighted that the ability to process
information for organizational decision-making had been studied extensively. Still, little focus has
been placed on the details within the IT component of that decision-making process. Cao et al.
[9], articulated that Galbraith’s work was later adopted to address organizational decision-making.
Jia et al.[10], clarified that researchers Tushman and Nadler built upon Galbraith’s work by inter-
preting that said organizations are inherently information-processing systems that are intrinsically-
programmed to manage uncertainty gathering, processing, and acting on information from within
their environment. Hwang et al. [11], added that through the OIPT, Galbraith highlights the
essential function of an organizational structure to facilitate the collection, analysis, and distribution
of information to reduce uncertainty within the organization.
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2.2 Big Data Governance

Definition of big data. The term big data is not yet formally defined and was used inconsistently
in the literature. The actual definition was still evolving, with some people defining big data by
what it is, while others tried to define it by what it does [12]. Some defined it by the processes
required to leverage big data [13]. Wang et al. [14], categorized the various definitions of big data
as oriented around the product, process, cognitive, or social aspects. As a case in point, Wamba et al.
[15], indicated that big data is actionable and delivers sustained value, measured performance, and
provides a competitive advantage, while Sivarajah et al. [16], defined big data by the 7 V’s including
high volume, high variety, low veracity, high velocity, high variability, effective visualization, and
high value. Lee [17], referred to additional dimensions of big data as including complexity and
decay, meaning that often, data elements of big data require immediate processing to be of value.
Kemp [18], also referred to the value of the data as a critical element to the definition of big data.
Herschel and Miori [19], stated that big data refers to capturing, storing, analyzing, and acting upon
information gathered by both humans and devices, where networks transmit that information. The
most common definition of big data had less to do with the actual amount of data and more to do
with those data attributes. Most researchers agreed that this includes the following elements, often
referred to as the 5 V’s: huge volume, high velocity, wide variety, low veracity, and high value [20].

Challenges with big data. While there were varying definitions of what constitutes big data, the
literature covered the challenges of gathering and analyzing big data in detail. De Mauro et al. [21],
identified that the combination of structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data is challenging
to handle with traditional systems. Yang, Huang, Li, Liu, and Hu [22], asserted that due to big
data’s heterogeneous and unstructured nature, it is challenging for traditional systems to manage
and analyze those data effectively. Grover et al. [23], estimated that unstructured data make up
95% of big data. Siddiqa et al. [24], clarified that traditional infrastructures are not designed to
handle the distributed computing functionality required to analyze the large quantity and variety of
elements found in big data. Lee [17], also noted that managing data at velocity strains contemporary
data center architectures that are not sufficient to sustain the volume and velocity of heterogeneous
data elements of personal and corporate data. Due to the velocity attribute associated with big data,
Lee and Kang [25], noted that contemporary analyzing methods such as storing data elements in a
data warehouse for later analysis are no longer sufficient. Lee [17], also asserted that big data often
must be processed immediately, or the value will be lost, such as in the case of patient monitoring
or environmental safety-related systems. The volume and variety of attributes of big data make it
very difficult to determine the veracity of those data [26].

Complexity and velocity. Identifying and categorizing big data at both velocity and volume poses
problems for contemporary systems. Kemp [18], articulated that identifying the big data engine
holistically across the entire enterprise for input, processing, and output is significantly different
than what traditional data systems have required. Yang et al. [22], noted that metadata can provide
significant benefits for normalizing unstructured data elements for traditional structured data sys-
tems, but this brings about another challenge regarding automating the generation of metadata for
such data elements. The high velocity poses an additional problem of lack of storage capabilities
for the transient data flows through the analyzing systems. Yang et al. [22], further described that
maintaining traditional storage systems with existing redundancy technologies, such as a redundant
array of independent disks (RAID), breaks down at the scale needed for big data.
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The complex nature of structured and unstructured heterogeneous data elements adds strain to
existing analytic systems. Jin et al. [20], articulated that data scientists currently lack an understand-
ing of the relationship between data complexity and computational complexity related to big data
processing. Yang et al. [22], further noted that traditional database management systems lack the
scalability for managing and storing the unstructured elements of big data. Jin et al. [20], asserted
that among industry experts, there is not a good understanding of how to deal with the complexity
that comes from complex data structures, complex data types, and complex data patterns inherent
with big data. When considering the velocity associated with big data, Yang et al. [22], noted that
high-dimensional data cannot be processed efficiently within the time constraints required to process
big data effectively. Jin et al. [20], also discussed that data complexity is one of the significant
challenges with big data as compared to traditional data. Yang et al. [22], argued that traditional
algorithms require structured homogenous data to be effective, and they tend to break down when
applied to the heterogeneous environment of big data.

Volume and security. The resource requirements associated with big data analysis are stretching
traditional systems to their computing limits. Yang et al. [22], articulated that the processing
needs for big data currently exceed the capabilities of traditional systems, and Lee and Kang [25],
concluded that the limitation of processing power poses a significant challenge for analyzing big
data. Intezari and Gressel [27], added that new techniques and advanced tools are required to extract
information from big data. Jin et al. [20], identified that this is a problem at the architectural
level, as the system architecture of traditional systems lacks the operational efficiency to analyze
big data effectively. Lee and Kang [25], added that this problem extends to the software layer as
current event processing engines do not support the parallel computing needs required for managing
complex event processing associated with big data. While cloud computing may offer some relief,
Yang et al. [22], asserted that it also adds another set of challenges, such as networking bandwidth
needed for processing such large amounts of data.

Security and privacy are also challenging for big data analytics. Lee [17], noted that big data can
include many elements of personal information, which Sivarajah et al. [16], indicated can raise
grave concerns for individuals, companies, and governments, such as location-based information,
which is found within many forms of big data. Gao et al. [28], noted that individuals disclose very
personal information on social networks often unconsciously, and Flyverbom et al. [29], added
that this information now allows corporations to encroach on the private lives of individuals at an
unprecedented scale. Metcalf and Crawford [30], added that there are so many publicly available
data sets about individuals that they become highly identifiable when correlated together.

Ethical issues. Passive data generation leads to significant ethical issues for organizations analyzing
big data. Herschel and Miori [19], posited that big data changes the nature of ethical debates
fundamentally by redefining the power of information and the extent to which free will can guide
users’ actions. Mai [31], added that the primary ethical issue is not collecting the information but
how and when it is ethically responsible for analyzing that information. Carbonell [32], posited
that companies gathering big data are gaining a privileged position that provides them with unique
insights into individuals activities of which individuals themselves may not be aware.

Organizational challenges. In addition to the technical challenges around big data, some companies
are also experiencing organizational challenges when introducing big data analytics. Wang andHajli
[33], explained that organizations must be willing to address the managerial and organizational
changes required to leverage big data initiatives effectively. Kemp [18], explained that there is a
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gap between the amount of data that organizations can gather and the ability of that organization to
leverage that information in meaningful ways. Lee [17], asserted that many big data projects fail to
achieve their designed outcomes, thus degrading management confidence in big data and potentially
stifling further investment in big data initiatives. Kemp [18], warned that demand for the rich
information that arises from big data analysis is fueling a bottom-up approach to data governance,
which may lack sufficient legal, compliance, and regulatory controls. Kemp [18], added that a
top-down approach to big data governance may result in a lack of responsiveness and flexibility.

The demand for big data analytics combined with the new skills needed to analyze big data properly
is creating another challenge around skilled talent within the industry. Carbonell [32], identified
three distinct classes of individuals involved in big data: those who generate the data, those who
can collect it, and those who have the expertise to analyze it. Lee [17], identified that because of
the complexity of analyzing the unstructured and heterogeneous attributes of big data, there is a
shortage of qualified data scientists to accomplish this task. Jin et al. [20], added that contemporary
data analysts lack a solid understanding of dealing with the complexity found with complex big
data structures. In a study of 430 firms with advanced analytics capabilities, Lee [17], identified that
approximately 66% indicated that they cannot employ enough qualified analysts to extract the value
from the data they have gathered. Lee [17], added that the McKinsey Global Institute estimated that
an additional 140,000 – 190,000 big data analysts would be needed just in the U.S. to meet the
demand for big data analytics within corporations.

The velocity, complexity, and volume of big data and the decay of the usefulness of those data pose
challenges for disseminating the analysis of big data in ways that can help meet the business need.
Gupta et al. [34], argued that escalating information availability and visibility improves decision
making, and Mahdi et al [35], asserted that knowledge dissemination increases teamwork. Kemp
[18], warned that getting that information from the data analysis to the people within the organization
who need it in a timely and efficient manner remains a significant challenge. Further, Yang et al.
[22], noted out that due to the heterogeneous attribute of big data, the visualization of those data in
a human-understandable manner poses a significant challenge.

2.3 Opportunities for Decision-making

One of the more important themes found in the literature involved big data and its effect on decision-
making. These decision-making opportunities include the IoT, the impact of big data on decision-
making, and big data analytics. Each of these are described in the following sections.

IoT and big data. One of the primary contributors in the context of big data is the IoT. Lee [17],
asserted that in 2016, 5.5 million new devices were connected each day to the Internet to share, pro-
cess, and analyze information. That number was expected to grow to 20.8 billion by 2020. Ahmed
et al. [36], stated that the number of human beings globally has now been surpassed by the number
of connected devices. The overall number of connected devices was expected to reach 50 billion
by 2020. Herschel and Miori [19], added that the number of network connections was expected to
reach 18.9 billion, approximately 2.5 connections for every person on earth. The Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development estimated that by 2020, the average family of four would
have 50 internet-connected devices (Government Accountability Office, 2017). Bilal et al. [37],
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warned that IoT data analysis is driving new challenging requirements for traditional systems due
to the high degree of mobility, real-time data analytics, and extreme latency sensitivity.

One of the results of the proliferation of IoT devices is merging the physical and virtual worlds.
Because of the amount of data generated by IoT devices, Paul et al. [38], explained that some
data scientists claimed that big data provides a direct link between cyber and physical systems.
Dourish and Cruz [39], utilized the term datafication to describe the transformation of physical,
social action into quantifiable digital data, enabling real-time predictive analytics. Flyverbom et
al. [29], added that datafication implies that social lives have a digital counterpart in the form of
digital traces left by merely participating in social networking. Galliers et al. [40], articulated that
one of the critical issues with this collision of physical and virtual worlds is the fact that the minutia
of everyday life suddenly becomes part of big data that is then algorithmically assessed without
further human interaction, often without the individual’s knowledge or permission. Herschel and
Miori [19], added that the analysis of this minutia leads organizations to generate new insights into
individual consumers’ behaviors and activities, often without the consumer’s consent.

Analytics of vast data sets can have significant predictive power. The Government Accountability
Office (2017) identified that new big data analytics technologies would extract hidden patterns and
correlations from these extensive data sets. Ahmed et al. [36], stated that combining IoT and big
data analytics promises to significantly improve decision-making within businesses. Carbonell [32],
described the power shift that arises as organizations start utilizing big data to predict future events
and even intervene before those events are set in motion. Chauhan and Sangwan [41], added that
the advantage of big data over traditional data analysis is better accuracy, which leads to higher
confidence in data-driven decisions.

Impact on decision-making. Harnessing predictive analytics with big data provides significant
competitive advantages. Intezari and Gressel [27], articulated that the success of an organization is
primarily affected by the competitive ability of managers to make strategic decisions in the face of
uncertainty and ambiguity. Braganza et al. [42], predicted that the economic value of organizations
could be elevated by effectively utilizing the deeper insights available from big data. Cao et al.
[9], found that by improving information processing capabilities, the decision-making effectiveness
within the firm increased and created a competitive advantage, especially when those capabilities
were rare, valuable, and inimitable. Grover et al. [23], agreed and clarified that big data analytics
were likely inimitable because they are so closely tied to the decision-making culture and leadership
within the firm. The Government Accountability Office (2017) added that decision-making could
be enhanced by analyzing aggregated data from IoT devices. Popovič et al. [43], added that the
distribution of big data analytics within organizations had a direct effect on improved business
decisions within the organization.

Big data analytics. Big data analytics and effective decision-making are closely correlated. Bra-
ganza et al. [42], articulated that practical big data analysis enabled more evidence-based decisions,
while Wamba et al. [15], added that big data-enabled data-driven decision making. Paul et al.
[38], further clarified that analyzing those data had become a critical need for every business sec-
tor. Janssen et al.[44], stated that effectively analyzing big data had the potential to change how
organizations make decisions fundamentally. Intezari and Gressel [27], articulated that due to the
uncertainty and ambiguity related to strategic decision-making, organizations needed to reconfigure
and reassess their knowledge base continuously. Zakir et al. [3], observed that companies that
oriented their decision-making around fact-based data analytics outperformed their counterparts in
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the market. According to Jin et al. [20], big data has had a significant impact on almost every
business sector and industry already. Lee [16], stated that all companies would need to build big
data expertise to remain competitive. Günther et al. [45], noted that there is quite a bit of evidence
currently that big data can significantly impact an organization’s business models. For organizations
to extract value from big data, Günther et al. [45], stated that it is critical to continually realign
work practices, organizational designs, and stakeholder interests. Organizations are still struggling
to understand how to utilize big data analytics to guide real-time decisions effectively.

Organizational and employment impact of big data. It is not yet clear how to effectively organize
to best utilize big data within the organization. Günther et al. [45], discussed that scholars were
actively debating the most appropriate organizational model to take advantage of big data analytics
most effectively. According to Janssen et al. [44], the collection and processing of big data were
quite often accomplished across departments and even across various companies, requiring collab-
oration and partnerships that do not exist with traditional data. Braganza et al. [42], added that this
lack of role clarity across the organization inhibited the ability to use required big data resources
efficiently.

The cross-departmental collaboration required for big data to succeed causes challenges for contem-
porary firms. Because of the value and direct relationship between big data analytics and improved
quality of decisions within the organization, Popovič et al. [43], identified that power shifts had
been documented within organizations that effectively utilize big data analytics to make fact-based
and real-time decisions. Braganza et al. [42], added that big data processes required new roles and
organizations to interact, which had not previously needed to work together. While there was no
consensus regarding the impact of big data analytics from IoT on employment, the Government
Accountability Office (2017) predicted that it was likely there would be a combination of both new
job creation and job loss. The need for new organizational behavior also requires new governance
processes.

ITGovernance. Without proper governance practices, technological solutions to big data problems
will not solve the current challenges. Watson and McGivern [46], noted that business intelligence
initiatives had a low chance of success without governance practices providing high-quality, secure,
and well-modeled data. Braganza et al. [42], added that extracting value from big data requires the
appropriate technological solutions and requires that big data analysis becomes part of the fabric
of an organization. According to Alreemy et al. [47], IT Governance played a critical role in
creating this fabric by establishing a link between the business and IT that can provide a competitive
advantage by minimizing expenditures and making better use of time.

Effective IT governance is critical for IT organizations to meet stakeholder expectations in all areas
of information systems effectively. Wu et al. [48], stated that the single most critical predictor
of value from an IT organization was an effective IT governance process. Braganza et al. [42],
suggested that effective business processes could release value from big data initiatives that have, as
of yet, been challenging to reproduce consistently. Mahdi et al. [35], added that the processes within
an organization that create, share, and use knowledge were highly critical strategic capabilities that
create a competitive advantage.

Smaller organizations are less likely to formalize their governance practices than their larger com-
petitors. Although both smaller and larger organizations understand the strategic need for IT Gov-
ernance, Wilkin et al. [49], noted that larger organizations were more likely to implement formal IT
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governance practices than smaller organizations. Wilkin et al. [49], added that smaller organizations
faced significant challenges inmanaging technology assets to sustain a competitive advantage. Begg
and Caira [50], also added that smaller companies tended to believe that they must first implement
better overall IT governance before they can begin implementing data governance.

Leadership involvement with IT Governance of big data. Contemporary IT leaders lack strate-
gies for managing big data initiatives. Braganza et al. [42], noted that there did not appear to
be evidence for the assumption within the literature that processes for managing big data exist
and that resources are well managed. Mikalef et al. [13], added that research had focused on
big data technologies for data analysis, storage, and visualization. Still, there has been a research
gap regarding how organizations would need to adjust to embrace these technological innovations.
Braganza et al. [42], stated that senior leadership processes required that they could implement
to extract strategic value from big data. When addressing the challenges associated with big data
analysis, Begg and Caira [50], noted that processes need to be very flexible and comprised of various
roles, decision areas, and assignments of specific responsibilities, such as technical data steward,
business data steward, executive sponsor, and other such roles. Braganza et al. [42], articulated that
the value of big data would continue to be limited until businesses could deliver repeated benefits
from within the same organization over time and further clarified that big data processes needed to
be flexible enough to change due to variations in both internal and external forces.

Data governance. In addition to IT governance, organizations also require specific data governance
practices to manage their big data initiatives effectively. To be able to extract value from raw
data, Song and Zhu [51], noted that organizations require a well-defined, systematic approach
to governing their data. Mikalef et al. [13], clarified that Data Governance was the term used
to describe these activities, which included roles, structures, and decision mechanisms around IT
resources. Posavec andKrajnovic [52], recognized that the lack of formal data governance processes
was one of the primary reasons organizations failed to utilize their data effectively.

The Governance of big data is critical to the success of any big data initiative. Cervone [53],
articulated that while data governance was crucial in most environments, it was critical for big
data, and organizations could not add it as an afterthought. Wang et al. [54], identified that the
Governance of big data refers to the how-to aspects of harnessing the data within the organization.
Cheng et al. [55], added that data governance refers to the series of policies that an organization
used to define cloud data strategy, management, operations, and optimization. Chrisman et al. [56],
further clarified that Governance referred to both formal and informal rules, practices, and processes
implemented to direct and control behavior consistently throughout the organization.

Effective data governance can lead to improved business outcomes. When organizations implement
governance well, Wang and Hajli [33], identified that big data initiatives could provide insights into
hidden data correlations for meaningful decision making. Wang et al. [54], added that proper data
governance addressed the standardization, accuracy, and availability of those data. When the organi-
zation implemented governance poorly, Wang and Hajli [33], noted that organizations experienced
substantial financial costs for little value. By effectively applying governance principles to data
governance initiatives, Wang et al. [54], found that organizations could better meet organizational
goals with lower costs and shorter timelines.

Effective big data governance practices are not easy to implement but can significantly impact the
overall business. Hashem et al. [57], noted that adopting big data governance practices that balance
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value creation and risk mitigation was imperative to organizations. Mahdi et al. [35], found that
knowledge management practices within an organization were significantly and positively related
to sustainable competitive advantage.

Effective data governance within the IT organization can help elevate it to more strategic alignment
with the rest of the business. As more organizations rely on data as a critical differentiating asset,
Watson and McGivern [46], identified that Governance around the data becomes more essential
for the company’s success, which in turn shifts IT and business intelligence into a more strategic
alignment with business initiatives. Shao [58], added that alignment between overall information
systems strategy and business strategy is a critical precursor to overall profitability and competitive
advantage.

Small companies are slower to recognize the strategic value of data compared to their larger competi-
tors. Begg and Caira [50], found that small companies did not appear to have the same understanding
of the inherent value of data as to their larger counterparts. Wilkin et al. [49], added that resource
constraints in smaller organizations tended to limit the organization’s ability to be competitive in
IT competencies, knowledge management, and innovation. Begg and Caira [50], found that many
small companies still viewed data as a means to an end, as opposed to an asset with inherent value,
and they were hesitant to undertake data governance practices out of concern for inappropriate data
retirement or other possibilities for disruption of live data needed for operations.

3. METHODS

Based on the background and literature review, the purpose of this qualitative multiple case study
was to explore big data governance strategies employed by data scientists to provide a holistic
perspective of data for making decisions. The target population for this study was data scientists
employed inmid-market companies in the greater Salt Lake City, Utah area. Specifically, the sample
for this study was 10 data scientists employed in three target companies from the study area who
have strategies to govern big data.

4. RESEARCH QUESTION

RQ1: What big data governance strategies do data scientists employ to provide a holistic perspective
of data for making decisions?

5. DATA COLLECTION

As is common in a case study design, access to participants and documentation was accomplished
through the use of a gatekeeper within each organization. Open-ended interview questions and
organizational documents were used as the data collection methods.

Interviews. Interview questions included the following:
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1. How do you ensure that you analyze all available data for any particular model?

2. How do you determine appropriate data sources for any specific model or analysis?

3. What processes are in place to ensure that all applicable data are available to you when needed
for analysis?

4. What countermeasures are in place for riskmitigation regarding the validity of the analysis you
perform (i.e., the risk of not having current data or incorrect correlation of data from various
sources)?

5. What have you found to be most successful in building data models based on big data from
various sources?

Document review. We used operational document analysis in addition to interviews in this study.
Byworkingwith the gatekeeper, we gained access to the process and standards documentation that is
used by the organization to govern their big data procedures. We then evaluated the documentation
for applicability to this study.

6. DATA ANALYSIS

A thematic analysis was used to provide an analysis of 10 transcripts and 4 organizational documents
to explore the big data governance strategies employed by data scientists to provide a holistic
analysis of data for making decisions. The interviews were manually transcribed and formatted into
a text file. The data were loaded into QDA Miner, a qualitative and mixed methods data analysis
tool. The responses that emerged from participants during the interview process were coded and
then analyzed. Themes were developed by way of the analysis and coding process performed.

7. RESULTS

Participants were interviewed to answer the overarching research question: What big data gover-
nance strategies do data scientists employ to provide a holistic perspective of those data for making
decisions? The final sample consisted of ten participants from three different organizations with an
average of 9.4 years of experience working in big data analytics.

8. MAJOR THEMES

The following themes were developed from the data collected and will be discussed in more detail
below:

Theme 1: Ensuring Business Centricity

Theme 2: Striving for Simplicity
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Theme 3: Establishing Data Source Protocols

Theme 4: Designing for Security

Theme 1: Ensuring Business Centricity

Data scientists cannot provide answers to business questions without first having a solid understand-
ing of the business question they are answering. The better the business question is understood
by the data scientist, the better they can design an analytic model to answer that question. This
theme includes four common subthemes: understanding business needs, partnering with businesses,
maintaining contextual awareness, and minimizing data noise.

Understanding business needs. Having a clear understanding of business needs was a universal
theme in every participant’s discussion. Before data scientists can provide answers to business
questions, they must understand the needs they are addressing. Understanding business needs is
an essential theme from analytic and data governance perspectives. Understanding business needs
helps data scientists identify appropriate data sources and elements that will be needed to address
the business question. Each participant discussed the importance of understanding the question
they were being asked to answer before assessing data sources and elements for analysis. There
were various ways through which they engaged with their business partners. Participants 1, 3, 4,
5, 6, and 7 discussed interviewing their business partners before initiating any analysis. P2 and P8
referred to the long tenure of the data scientists in their organization and indicated that this provides
them with significant business context. Because of their tenure in the business, they understand the
business need immediately when presented with a new question to be answered. All 10 participants
discussed the importance of clearly defining the business need as a critical step to deciding which
data sources they needed to connect with to get their data. Data scientists cannot bridge this gap
without clearly understanding the business needs to which they are responding when creating their
analysis or models from big data.

Partnering with the business. Maintaining a partnership with the business was also a universal
theme that all 10 participants mentioned as a critical success factor. This subtheme is closely
aligned with understanding business needs. Data scientists can learn more about business needs
by creating partnerships between various technical and business roles. Developing a partnership
between business roles and data scientists establishes a level of trust and communication that enables
data scientists to better leverage data to help answer strategic business questions. P9 discussed
the process of educating their business partners regarding the type of information that was needed
and available to answer their business strategy questions. Partnerships between business roles
and data scientists help to communicate more clearly about what data elements are available for
analysis to answer business questions. P8 discussed using a very iterative approach with their
business partners as they build their models, continually having conversations about what needs
to be changed, adjusted, or clarified as they work to answer the questions that are being asked.
All 10 participants stated the importance of maintaining an ongoing partnership with their business
partners as a critical strategy to defining what data to collect and from which data sources to collect
those data. Effectively utilizing big data to make decisions within organizations is requiring new
partnerships between data scientists and business roles that were not as clearly required previously.
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Maintaining contextual awareness. Contextual awareness of the data elements is critical to pro-
viding a valid analysis. Seven of the 10 participants mentioned maintaining contextual awareness
as a critical strategy for managing information from big data. For the analysis to be useful to
business decision-makers, data scientists must understand the context of the data from the various
data sources before building a model from those data. Participants 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 discussed
maintaining contextual awareness while gathering, preparing, and analyzing big data. The specific
strategies for how to maintain this context vary by organization. P9 articulated that their organi-
zation maintains the data lineage throughout the analysis process to provide contextual validity.
P9 explained that context can help them to know ”if a particular column changes, what reports
downstream of that data are going to be affected and need to be adjusted, rather than deal with
the outcomes after the fact.” They explained that context helps them to determine the scope of the
analysis. Using context, they can decide if the report meets with scrutiny as the executives attempt to
correlate information from various reports. Context is important to help those executives accurately
interpret the analysis results. P1 and P5 indicated that metadata can be used to maintain context.
P1, P4, and P9 indicated that the data source itself could provide some vital context to the data. P8
mentioned that it is crucial to maintain contextual awareness when automating results so that the
context is not lost because of the automated manipulation. This Governance includes maintaining
contextual awareness of both the data elements and the data sources.

Minimizing data noise. More data does not always mean better analysis. Eight of the 10 partic-
ipants discussed the importance of minimizing the noise created from big data. P1 discussed the
amount of information that their organization gathers. P8 stated that reducing the noise is ”a matter
of narrowing the broader data set down to what we’re specifically trying to get to.” P1, P2, P3, P4,
and P9 stated that they do not attempt to analyze all the data for any analysis because there is simply
too much of it. These participants agree that analyzing all the data is not an achievable goal and
stated that it is more important to narrow the data sets to the most applicable data for the specific
business question before attempting an analysis. One of the key responsibilities of data scientists is
to reduce the noise and simplify the data analysis process.

Theme 2: Striving for Simplicity

Because of big data’s volume, variety, and velocity attributes, analytics can quickly become com-
plex. Complexity is one of the significant challenges with big data compared to traditional data
[20]. All 10 participants mentioned the importance of simplicity in their responses in some manner.
Process documentation also reminds data scientists to reduce duplication and complexity in their
design. The fundamental basis for the OIPT is also centered around the uncertainty and complexity
of task completion. OIPT is based on the concept that organizations should be designed to reduce
that uncertainty and enable decision-making [59]. Striving for simplicity is a critical skill that
will help data scientists deal with big data’s inherent complexities while simultaneously offering
solutions that can be maintained over time. This theme consists of four subthemes: minimizing the
data sources, using new tools, simplicity of design, and using automation.

Minimizing the data sources. Strategically limiting the data sources was a common concept raised
among the various participants. This theme is counter-intuitive when referring to big data. It is not
uncommon for big data to infer many data sources, but high volume and velocity can also occur
with few data sources. This idea is particularly true of IoT, where a single data source could have a
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significant number of endpoints. Big data does not necessarily have to mean copious data sources
but could simply indicate many endpoints generating data. This theme is related to the number
of data sources and should not be confused with the number of data-generating endpoints. The
reduction of the number of data sources was a concept outlined as a strategy for maintaining the
simplicity of design. This subtheme is also closely related to the subtheme of minimizing data noise.
One potential noise source is having too many data sources providing irrelevant or duplicative data
elements.

Nine participants mentioned some form of limiting the data sources in their responses. P2 identified
a handful of core data sources that can provide answers to most of the business questions asked
at their organization. P6 articulated that they strategically limit their data sources to only those
valuable for the specific business question being analyzed. All participants mentioned that there
could be more data available to them from other sources but that minimizing the data sources is
one of the key strategies that they follow in dealing with the ever-increasing complexity of various
big data sources. Strategically determining a minimal set of sources for big data analytics within
the organization can provide the data scientist with confidence in both the validity of the data and
confidence in the analytics. By focusing on a limited set of data sources, each of which can provide
a high volume of data elements, data scientists can build confidence in their analytics while both
reducing the need to process more information from other sources and increasing the ability to
process more information by using big data analytics.

Using new tools. Many new tools have been developed in recent years to simplify big data analysis.
These new and advanced tools are required to extract information from big data. These new tools
are also necessary from a governance perspective as they help data scientists better interact with
data in ways that traditional tools do not. Eight of the 10 participants discussed using these new
big data tools as a strategy for coping with the complexity of big data. The adoption of these new
tools is still an ongoing process. None of the participants indicated that they are currently using
all the various tools available. All eight participants who discussed tools indicated a desire or plan
to start using more of these specialized tools soon to further refine their data analysis. P2 and
P5 indicated that they believe the new tools will help them become more efficient at interacting
with big data. P2, P3, P4, and P7 discussed their plans to leverage more cloud technology soon,
and they all expressed confidence that this would bring new capabilities to their ability to govern
big data effectively. As larger organizations adopt and utilize these new tools, small and medium-
sized businesses can benefit from using these same tools to solve their big data challenges. Many
organizations are starting to analyze big data with traditional tools but are quickly establishing plans
to implement new and specialized tools. As organizations learn to process larger amounts of data,
new tools will play a key role in that process.

Simplicity of design. Process documentation from one of the organizations sets a standard of the
simplicity of design for data scientists. The documentation urges data scientists to make things as
simple as possible, but no simpler. Another document instructed data scientists to reduce complexity
for greater flexibility and lower cost. This concept was universally reiterated by all 10 participants
and was discussed in three of the four process documents. Designing for simplicity is not easy
and should be considered a key skill to develop for any data scientist. P1 expressed big data
analytics is not being done correctly today, mainly because some data scientists design overly
complex solutions. P6 discussed the importance of keeping solutions simple yet not shying away
from complexity when it is required. Finding this balance is a key skill set for any data scientist
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to govern big data for analytic solutions effectively. The complexity of big data sources strains
traditional analytic systems because of the nature of structured and unstructured heterogeneous
data elements. Data scientists who can simplify these constructs form an advantage over those
who are still struggling to understand the relationship between data complexity and computational
complexity as relates to big data processing.

Using automation. The use of automation in the overall design can add significant value to big data
governance solutions. Because of the low veracity attribute of big data, it becomes vital to perform
preprocessing to improve data quality. With the rapid decay of the value of big data, the need
for automation becomes clear. Eight of the 10 participants mentioned automation to assist in the
movement, validation, and correlation of data from big data sources. P4 included automation as part
of their job description when discussing their role in the organization. P7 and P10 stated that they
rely very heavily on automated notifications and alerts from their various automated systems that
gather data from the big data sources daily. Process documentation from one of the organizations
reinforces the concept of automation by discussing the need for systems to handle fluctuations of
batch processing automatically and without interruption of the overall data flow. The value of
some big data elements decays much more rapidly than traditional data. The processing of big
data and validating information from big data sources must be automated to provide value to the
organization. Attempting to accomplish big data solutions without automation would be a futile
effort. When considering the temporary value of raw big data and the need to reduce uncertainty
within an organization by processing more information, automated solutions are required to process
that information quickly while it still has value.

Theme 3: Establishing Data Source Protocols

Clearly defined protocols for gathering and validating data from various sources are critical strate-
gies to respond to big data’s volume, velocity, and variety attributes. In the absence of standards and
well-defined processes for data validation, data scientists cannot have confidence in their analysis.
Incomplete data can result in partial analysis, which can paint an inaccurate overall picture [44]. This
theme consists of three subthemes: following defined standards, establishing validation processes,
and reducing duplication.

Following defined standards. Eight of the 10 participants and three of the four process documents
referenced following defined standards. In this context, standards refer to both industry and internal
organizationally defined standards. P2, P6, and P7 discussed the standard practice of establishing
service level agreements (SLAs) with their data source vendors for both timeliness and quality of
data. Establishing SLAs for the timely access and gathering of data from the data sources assures
that those data will be available when needed for analysis. P4, P5, P6, and P9 discussed various
internal standards that have been defined within their organization for both quality and timeliness
of departmental deliverables. These standards include peer review of solutions, daily review of
exception reports and alerts, and time commitments of deliverables between departments. Process
documentation from three case organizations referenced the flexibility, economies of scale, and
support of heterogeneous environments as benefits of following established open standards.

One of those documents explains that the use of standards provides the ability to leverage the
knowledge and efforts of others. Risk is reduced, proven solutions are implemented, and needless
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diversity and duplication are prevented. Another document explains that standardization helps
achieve economies of scale, reduces complexity, and improves flexibility. Defining and document-
ing standards within the organization provides the data scientist with consistency and reliability in
their big data governance solutions. Adhering to published industry standards around security and
protection ensures data protection within big data solutions. Establishing and following defined
internal standards and adhering to published standards provide the data scientist with a reliable
and secure foundation for their big data solutions. Because of the vast amount of data involved
with complex big data solutions, organizations cannot provide reliable mechanisms for reducing
uncertainty without formal standards controlling those solutions.

Establishing validation processes. Validation of data sources is a key protocol that participants
identified for multiple data sources due to the low veracity attribute of big data. The volume and
variety attributes of big data make it very difficult to determine the veracity of those data [26]. This
subtheme also aligns well with the subthemes ofminimizing data noise andminimizing data sources.
This alignment is because many big data sources are often insecure, leading to potentially inaccurate
analysis [60]. Developing processes for validating data sources is a key governance practice for data
scientists. All 10 participants discussed having processes in place to validate the various data sources
in their analysis. P1 and P5 discussed applying a scoring mechanism to each data source. A scoring
algorithm provides themwith confidence in the data source, which can help them to determinewhich
data source to leverage as new questions are posed. The score is updated and maintained as new
information arises about the validity of the information from that data source. P2, P3, P4, P5, P6,
P7, and P8 all mentioned performing data validation themselves to ensure validity. They each do
this in different ways, with some performing a line-by-line review personally and others performing
spot checks and validating their findings with peers and stakeholders. For example, P1 described
an automated validation process as a signing process to make sure the data is not being tampered
with. Regardless of the specific strategy used, every participant was concerned about utilizing some
defined, documented, and replicable process to validate their big data analytics. Establishing a
validation process for data sources and specific data elements is critical in big data governance.

Organizations tend to have a false sense of confidence because of the hype around big data [19].
Validating the origin and transformation of data elements contained in big data is one of the primary
challenges of big data [61]. The validity of big data analytics can be questioned due to the multiple
sources of big data, which are less verifiable than was the case with traditional data [57]. Data sci-
entists must establish validation processes for their data sources and for their analytics that provide
confidence to the organization in the accuracy of their big data systems. If the big data analysis
consumers are not confident in the results, they will not be reducing uncertainty but creating more
uncertainty.

Reducing duplication. Another strategy that arose from the study was reducing the duplication of
data. This subtheme aligns well with the subthemes of minimizing data sources, minimizing data
noise, and striving for simplicity. Copying data from one location to another is time-consuming
and risks the validity of the data itself. P1 and P5 discussed using metadata to refer to the primary
source of the data elements as a key strategy to reduce data duplication. P10 articulated a similar
concept when they explained that they ensure that they do not duplicate the data because the same
information should not appear in different tables in the form of different dimensions and different
facts.
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Two process documents from two different organizations also mentioned the importance of lever-
aging metadata as a key strategy for big data governance. One document urges data scientist to min-
imize redundancy and reduce duplication because it helps reduce complexity and promotes greater
efficiency. Utilizing metadata reduces risk by leaving the source data untouched and maintaining
information about where the source data reside. By refraining from copying the data and analyzing
the data where it resides, data scientists can avoid these traditional challenges. Minimizing the
copying and duplication of data is a crucial governance strategy for data scientists as they transition
from traditional analytic methods to big data analytics.

There is a limit to the amount of data that an organization can gather and store. Still, organizations
increase their ability to analyze more data by analyzing the data where it resides. By designing
systems that analyze data without requiring that those data be copied onto local storage devices,
organizations can process more significant amounts of data than what was previously available to
them due to the physical limitations of local storage. Ensuring data source protocols by following
defined standards, establishing validation processes, and reducing data duplication can increase the
validity of big data analytics by data scientists.

Theme 4: Designing for Security

Security and privacy protection are critical data governance concepts for any solution involving
personal data. Data scientists are among the first line of defense when it comes to protecting both
the raw data and the individual privacy of the consumers represented in those data. With the ever-
increasing threat of a data breach, any organization must protect the information within its control.
This theme consists of three subthemes: segregation of duties, using encryption, and protecting
private information.

Segregation of duties. Security and privacy are best addressed in the data governance process
before the data scientists have access to those data for analysis. When asked about data protection,
nine out of 10 participants discussed the segregation of duties concerning the data lineage within
their organization. Additionally, three of the four process documents referenced segregation of
duties. In every organization studied, there were either data owners or data stewards responsible for
protecting access to the information. P2 described that data custodians in their organization prepare
the various data environments for the data scientists to access. If data scientists needed additional
information to perform their analysis, they would need to obtain permission from the data owner or
data steward before they could access the information. Security controls on the various systems of
record were active to prevent such access without appropriate permission.

P3, P7, P8, P9, and P10 also discussed having role-based access controls within their systems that
restrict private data based on role. Specifically, P8 highlighted a role distinction between the data
architect and report writing roles. They also discussed the segregation of duties among the IT team,
with database administrators controlling access to the data while data scientists, business analysts,
and business intelligence roles all access only the information they require to accomplish their job.
Maintaining appropriate segregation of duties between those responsible for data access and those
who analyze information is critical to protecting the data. P6 spoke of the inherent conflict between
data owners who want to restrict access to protect data and data scientists who wish to access and
review as much data as possible. There is a healthy conflict that forces data scientists to justify
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all access to data in terms of a business question they are working to answer. This highlights the
alignment between this subtheme and understanding the business need. Data owners need to stay
focused on their role of protecting individual privacy and data security of the information that they
gather. Maintaining segregation of duties between those responsible for gathering the data, those
responsible for analyzing the data, and those responsible for protecting the data creates natural
boundaries around data governance within the organization that lead toward better security overall.

Using encryption. Encryption of data at rest and data in transit has long been a foundational security
control of data governance. Many regulated industries require that encryption be implemented
to protect data against unauthorized access. Three of the 10 participants specifically mentioned
encryption when asked about data protection. The use of encryption is a common practice to protect
personal information for data at rest and data in transit. The remaining seven participants stated that
their security team has controls in place to protect the data, which does not rule out encryption
being used as part of that protection. In addition, three of the five process documents referred to
data encryption as a key security control. One of those documents indicated that it is important to
comply with security requirements, laws, and regulations as we design our systems. Because of
these challenges, data scientists must take additional care within their environments to proactively
enforce encryption of data both at rest and in transit to enhance the security of big data solutions.
Encryption technology must also improve to handle the speed requirements that businesses demand
from big data analytics.

Protecting private information. Protecting the privacy of individuals is critical to organizations
that are analyzing big data. Individuals reveal very personal information on social networks and
IoT devices, often unconsciously and without their knowledge or consent. When implementing
data governance over big data, data scientists must be aware of personally identifiable information
(PII) within their system and proactively put controls in place to protect those data. When asked
about privacy, 10 out of 10 participants indicated that they are mindful of privacy, and it is crucial
to their organization. P4 explained that they don’t use customer identifying information for any
analysis, but “there’s one process that uses that, and we hash to protect the data”. Additionally, one
of the process documents describes that the system in use in that organization will automatically
determine whether the requested information is PII and will return obfuscated data rather than the
raw data. P8 discusses the importance of ensuring that appropriate data sharing agreements are in
place before sharing any PII. P1 explained that they obtain consumers’ permission before accessing
their information. Regardless of the specific way personal data is protected, organizations must
understand what personal information they have access to and put processes and controls in place
to protect that information.

9. SUMMARY

As data scientists strive to adjust to the unique demands that arise when transitioning from tradi-
tional data analysis to analyzing big data, they necessarily must leverage new tools and improved
processes. The unique challenges resulting from the big data characteristics of volume, velocity
and veracity require a new approach for data analysis. By implementing the four themes outlined in
this study data scientists can improve their ability to make that transition. As they ensure business
centricity, strive for simplicity, establish data source protocols, and design for security, data scien-
tists can implement big data analytics processes that will allow their business to make data driven
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decisions from big data that could uncover new sources of profitability and efficiency within their
organizations. Implementing these study findings will also help them to balance the need for deeper
data analytics while maintaining the privacy of the individuals represented in those data.

10. DISCUSSION

10.1 Implications for Professional Practice

By implementing the concepts outlined in these four themes, data scientists can implement gover-
nance practices that will assist them in working with big data. The four themes described in this
study guide data scientists to provide a foundation for big data analytics that will ease the transition
from traditional data analytics to big data for decision-making within the organization. These
practices can help provide better information and insights to those individuals who are closer to the
work within the organization as theorized in the OIPT. Implementing the practices associated with
these four themes will allow individuals within the organization to work more autonomously and
close the gap between information needed and information available for the front-line employees.

Data scientists who use the strategies described in these findings could improve their effective-
ness as change agents for their organization. Adopting big data governance practices that balance
value creation and risk mitigation is imperative to organizations. Learning and implementing these
practices could make data scientists more valuable to their organization, resulting in an increase in
both efficiencies of the organization and improved value of the data scientist. By implementing the
governance practices outlined in this study, data scientists could improve their position within the
organization by bringing them closer to the business itself. This increased focus on the business will
benefit both the role of the data scientist and the efficiency of the solutions that the data scientist
can provide to the organization.

10.2 Future Research

This study focused on data scientists’ general data governance practices who utilize big data to help
make decisions within their organizations. Data governance of big data was a broad topic about a
subject that is in its infancywithin current practice. Big data by itself is of little use when considering
the application to an organization. The power of big data comes when combined with both IoT and
Machine Learning. We recommend that future studies focus on combining these three technologies.
IoT is creating additional data sources for big data, and machine learning provides faster analysis of
those data. As future studies focus on the powerful combination of big data governance combined
with IoT and machine learning, more insights will emerge regarding the benefits of big data to the
decision-making process within an organization.

When implementing big data solutions, security, privacy, and ethical use of big data are also critical
aspects of data governance. Re-identification of previously obfuscated and anonymous data has
been documented in multiple cases. Additional study is warranted in these areas to determine the
effectiveness of the security controls and the extent to which the strategies outlined here effectively
reduce the ability to correlate big data elements into data sets that contain private information not
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previously permitted by the data owner. The security strategies outlined in this study should be
further studied to determine their effectiveness.

10.3 Recommendations for Action

Policies, principles, and frameworks around how big data are used and leveraged within an orga-
nization pose enormous challenges for those organizations. The results of this study validate this
concept from the literature. Data governance is critical for big data, and data scientists cannot add it
as an afterthought. By implementing the findings of this study, data scientists can thoughtfully and
proactively implement data governance into their big data solutions from the start. To extract value
from raw data, organizations require a well-defined, systematic approach to governing their data.
Data scientists can leverage the data governance strategies outlined in the findings of this study to
design appropriate governance models for their big data initiatives.

The lack of formal data governance processes was one of the primary reasons organizations failed
to utilize their data effectively. Data scientists should review the findings of this study to determine
how best to apply these practices to their big data solution architectures. Implementation of these
themes can guide data scientists trying to move from traditional data analytics to big data analyt-
ics. To extract value from raw data, organizations require a well-defined, systematic approach to
governing their data. The themes outlined in this study provided a foundation for such a systematic
approach to big data governance. Begg and Caira [50], argued that there is no evidence to date of a
standard implementation framework for data governance. This study helps to set a foundation for
that standard implementation framework. As data scientists implement these themes, they will also
be establishing a set of best practices within the industry. Data scientists should review the themes
identified in this study and look for ways to implement these concepts as they implement big data
analytics within their organizations.

11. CONCLUSION

The focus of this study was to explore big data governance strategies that data scientists are currently
using in practice. We presented four major themes that provide insights into those strategies: ensur-
ing business centricity, striving for simplicity, establishing data source protocols, and designing
for security. Implementation of these strategies can assist mid-market organizations in making
the transition from traditional data analytics to big data analytics, which could, in turn, help those
organizations to be more profitable by gaining competitive advantages. We explained the possibility
of social change in how individuals’ private information is gathered as part of a big data strategy.
Following the strategy outlined in the four themes of this study for big data, governance can lead to
the improved overall protection of individual privacy.
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